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supplement local facilities by sending batches of
promising pupils to Europe to study under more
liberal conditions. A few youths, intended for the
teaching profession, went to England from time to
time; but nothing else was done, and Egyptians,
ambitious of acquiring more knowledge than their own
colleges and schools could offer, departed for a course
of instruction in Europe at their own expense, if they
went at all
The Ministry of Education did not altogether
approve of this practice, since in theory that authority
professed to provide the youth of Egypt with adequate
instruction in all branches of learning; and un-
questionably at one period of the Occupation many
of the junior masters in the schools had gained dis-
tinction at the University. But these Englishmen had
accepted appointments in the Egyptian Educational
Service as stepping-stones to more congenial work in
other Ministries. To attract candidates by methods
of indirect bribery of this type cannot be sound policy
in the long run ; but from the system the Ministry
did at least secure temporarily a number of able young
men. The inducement disappeared once Lord Cromer
decided to fill administrative posts open to English-
men by direct selection from the Universities. There
was then no place for the outsider in appointments of
this nature. The wretched rates of pay and poor
prospects of promotion of the Ministry of Education
could not now tempt the class of candidate it had
secured in the past. The profession of teaching in
Egypt offered so few attractions as a permanent
career that inevitably there was a decline in the
intellectual quality of the English assistant masters,
No boy is quicker to recognize a change for the worse
than the Egyptian, and no boy quicker to take ad-
vantage of it. War also had affected the discipline.
Some of the best of the younger Englishmen in the

